
13 March 2020 – Staminier reaches agreement with listed Greenbank Capital Inc 

The Board of Staminier is pleased to announce that the Company has reached agreement 
with Greenbank Capital Inc (“Greenbank”), the CSE, Frankfurt Borse and OTC Markets 
listed Company for Greenbank to acquire an initial 19% stake in Staminier Limited 
(“Staminier”), with an option to increase this to 100% subject to complying with any 
regulatory requirements.  The shareholders of Staminier have also been granted a put 
option to sell the remaining 81% of Staminier to Greenbank subject to certain conditions.   

It is believed by both companies that the deal making skills and investment and acquisition 
pipeline of Staminier will be an excellent fit with the merchant banking and corporate 
finance activities of Greenbank.  

Terms of the transaction 

Greenbank will issue an initial 22,494,262 new Greenbank common shares (“Common 
Shares”) to acquire an initial 19% of the issued share capital of Staminier. In addition 
Greenbank has the option to acquire, and existing Staminier shareholders have the option 
to sell to Greenbank, the remaining 81% of Staminier by the issue to Staminier 
shareholders of an additional 87,789,202  Deferred Notes. These Deferred Notes are 5 
year non-interest bearing and non-voting convertible loan notes, which grant the holder 
the right on demand to convert each Deferred Note held by them into one new Common 
Share provided that, until such time as a prospectus has been produced by Greenbank,  
the Deferred Notes cannot be converted into Common Shares if any conversion would 
result in the Deferred Note holders owning more than 45% of the voting shares of 
Greenbank. 

Current market turbulence 

Staminier believes that the current market turbulence highlights the strengths of a 
diversified business strategy to mitigate risk, whilst also providing shareholders with an 
opportunity to benefit from its investments in businesses with the potential to be globally 
scalable. It is also believed that, whilst the current environment presents challenges, it 
also provides the Enlarged Group with unusual opportunities to acquire businesses at 
highly attractive prices.   

De-listing from Britdaq 

As a consequence of the deal agreed with Greenbank, Staminier has requested that its 
shares be removed from trading on the Britdaq share matching platform with immediate 
effect.  

 


